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Abstrat. We present improvements of the ode TAC-maker for modeling of planet tran-

sits. While the initial version of the ode alulated syntheti transits for ertain values of

the input parameters, the new version TAC-maker 1.1.0 gives a possibility to obtain simulta-

neously numerous syntheti transits orresponding to hosen ranges of values for eah �tted

parameter. The most valuable property of the improved version of the ode is the ability to

obtain the global minimum of χ
2
in the multidimensional parametri spae and to estimate

the errors of the searhed parameters.
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Introdution

The sales of the global parameters of the on�gurations ontaining transiting

extrasolar planets (TEPs) are di�erent from those of elipsing systems (EBs)

of two stars. The main geometri di�erene is that the radii of the omponents

of EBs are omparable while the radii of TEPs are negligible ompared to the

radii of their host stars. As a result almost all old, well known odes (exluding

JKTEBOP (Southworth, Maxted & Smalley 2004a,b, Southworth 2008)) for

modeling of EBs fail in the reproduing of planet transits (due to numerial

errors around the transit enter). That is why new approahes and odes for

modeling of TEPs had to be designed at the beginning of new millennium, the

era of numerous exoplanet disoveries.

Several solutions of the diret problem for planet transits were proposed

(Mandel & Agol 2002; Seager & Mallen-Ornelas 2003; Gimenez 2006; Kipping

2010). They were based on several simpli�ations: the planet is an opaque,

moving irle on the stellar disk; the planet path on the stellar disk is straight

line; the stellar limb-darkening law is quadrati or nonlinear. All proposed so-

lutions ontain di�erent types of speial funtions. The orresponding odes for

generation of syntheti transits alulate numerially the values of the speial

funtions. These odes were widely used for modeling of observed transits.

Reently we proposed a new approah for solution of the diret problem

of planet transits that is based on transformation of the double integrals to

single ones (Kjurkhieva & Dimitrov 2012, Kjurkhieva et al. 2013). It does

not use any simpli�ations and is apable to take into aount arbitrary stellar

limb-darkening law and planet temperature. The orresponding ode TAC-

maker (Transit Analytial Curve) alulates syntheti transits by numerial

alulations of single integrals. This paper presents the new, improved version

of the ode designed for suessful modeling of observed planet transits.
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TAC-maker : initial version

The ode TAC-maker was written in Python with a graphial interfae.

TAC-maker alulates syntheti transits for the following input parameters:

radius of the planet orbit a; radius of the host star Rs, radius of the planet Rp;

orbital inlination i; temperature of the star Ts; temperature of the planet Tp;

oe�ients of the stellar limb-darkening uj . The user may hoose also limb-

darkening law between four widely-used types. The result of the running of the

ode � the syntheti transit � is a two-dimensional data �le (phase ϕ, �ux fs)
and a plot of the alulated transit.

The initial version TAC-maker 1.0.0 gave a possibility for �manual� mod-

eling of observed planet transits. For this aim a speial tab allows to download

observational data. Then the running of the ode results in four outputs: 3-

dimensional data �le (phase ϕ, syntheti �ux fs, observed �ux fo); window with

plot of the syntheti transit and the observational data; window with plot of

the residuals for eah observational phase; �eld with the value of χ2
. By manu-

ally varying of the input parameters the user may searh for a minimum of χ2

and thus model the observed transit (method of trials and errors). The steps of

varying of the �tted parameters may be adopted as some estimations of their

preisions.

However, there is not a ertainty that the found minimum of χ2
in this way

is the searhed global minimum in the multidimensional parametri spae. In

order to overome this problem, to fast the modeling of the planet transits and

to obtain objetive errors of the searhed parameters we undertook develop-

ment of our ode.

Improved version of TAC-maker

We hanged the design of the ode to inlude its new abilities. The main sreen

is separated into several setions (Fig. 1).

Setion Parameters serves to hoose the parameters of the exoplanet sys-

tem. The main �elds of this setion are the same as those of the old version:

(a) "Semi-major axis" to set the orbital radius of the transiting planet in AU;

(b) "Stellar radius" to hoose the radius of the star in AU or RJup (the on-

version between them is automatial); () "Planet radius" to set the radius

of the planet in AU or RJup (the onversion between them is automatial);

(d) "Stellar temperature" to hoose the temperature of the star; (e) "Planet

temperature" to hoose the temperature of the planet; (f) "Inlination" to set

the orbital inlination in degrees; (g) "Darkening law" to hoose the stellar

limb-darkening law between four widely-used types; (h) "Darkening oe�ient

1,2" to set the orresponding limb-darkening oe�ients (for instane, from

Claret (2004)).

The improvements of the new version of TAC-maker in Setion Parameters

are the additional "R" buttons on the left of eah input �eld. They allow to

hoose wanted range of values of the searhed parameter. The lik on the "R"

button opens a new small window with three �elds: "From" for the minimum

value of the range, "To" for the maximum value of the range and "By" for the

step. In fat, the ratio "(maximum value � minimum value)/step" gives the

number k of the values for a given parameter.
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If the user wants to hold some parameter �xed he/she has not to press

the "R" button but only to write the �xed value in its input �eld. The visual

disrimination of the user hoie is provided by olor bakground: the "R"

buttons of the parameters whih values are �xed are white while those of the

parameters with hosen ranges of values are blue (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The sreen of TAC-maker 1.1.0

After �lling-in all parameter �elds one may run the alulations by the

button �Calulate� on the left bottom of the sreen. If the user has hosen the

range of values for at least one parameter then the label of the button �Cal-

ulate� automatially beomes �Calulate N variations� where N = k1.k2...ks
is the total number of all ombinations of the parameter values (s is the num-

ber of the �tted parameters). Thus, TAC-maker 1.1.0 produes N syntheti

solutions by one liking of the button �Calulate�.

Setion Observation serves for loading of the �le with observational data

by the button "Browse". This �le may ontain di�erent quantities: the �rst

olumn "phase" or "HJD" and the seond olumn "�ux" or "magnitude". The

user may onvert "HJD" to "phase" by liking the button "Convert HJD to

phases" and �lling the appearing �elds T0 (HJD of the transit enter) and

P (orbital period of the planet in days). The user may onvert "magnitude"

data to "�ux" by the button "Convert magnitude to �ux". It opens a new

�eld that requires the �lling of the (mean) out-of-transit magnitude. After this

preliminary proedure the button "Redraw" provides a plot of the imported

data (Fig. 2).

Setion Results had to be wholly reworked beause the initial version of

the ode ontained one solution (for �xed parameter values) while the output
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of the new version presents a set of numerous solutions. It appears as a table

"Results" whih olumns are the �tted parameters while the rows ontain all

ombinations of the parameter values (Fig. 3). If observational data are prelim-

inary loaded table "Results" ontains additional olumn with the alulated

values of χ2
for eah syntheti transit.

Fig. 2. Setion Observation

Eah solution an be seen if the orresponding row is ative by two means:

(a) hoosing tab "Data" as a data �le with four olumns (Fig. 4): Phase;

Syntheti (alulated �ux values); Observation (imported �ux values); Delta

(residuals);

(b) hoosing tab "Plot" as two �gures (Fig. 1, right): the upper panel

presents the syntheti transit as a blue line and the imported data as red dots

while the lower panel shows their residuals (di�erenes between the alulated

and observed �uxes) for eah observed phase as well as the χ2
value for the

urrent solution.

There is also a possibility to see eah new-alulated transit during the

alulation proedure by ativation of the button "Auto plot �nished result"

at the bottom of the "Plot" tab (Fig. 1). Then a plot with the urrent syn-

theti transit and χ2
value appears automatially when its alulations are

�nished. The olor of the χ2
value hanges from red to green for the loal

minima. The option "Auto plot �nished result" an be unheked to speed-up

the alulations.

The ontent of table "Results" an be sorted by olumns that is very on-

venient for the user (espeially for χ2
). One may hide/show any olumn of this
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table by right-liking of its header. Moreover, there is a possibility to delete

or reload hosen solution from the table by right-liking on its row. The but-

ton "Delete all" (at the right bottom of setion "Results") deletes all results

simultaneously.

Fig. 3. Setion Results

The alulations from eah subsequent operation "Calulate" in the same

session are automatially aumulated in Table "Results". The previous solu-

tions might be deleted by button "Delete all" before new "Calulate".

The �le from tab "Data" an be exported for further use by the button

"Export..." (on the right bottom of the �eld "Data", Fig. 4).

Setion "File" (on the left top of the sreen) serves for opening and saving

of the solutions. One an use "data/" folder to store the �les with observa-

tional data (for instane "name.dat") and the alulated transits (for instane

"wasp10.ini"). They an be loaded from menu "File → Open...".

The �les from the last user session are automatially saved when the user

exits the ode. The next run of the program loads automatially the values of

setion "Parameters" from the last session.

TAC-maker 1.1.0 and the inverse problem solution

The previous setion demonstrates one of the advantages of TAC-maker 1.1.0:

the possibility to obtain a set of syntheti transits by one running of the ode.

This allows onsiderable saving of user and omputer time for modeling of

observed transit by trials and errors.
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However, the most valuable property of the new version is the ability to

obtain the right solution to the inverse problem. The proedure onsists of

several �manual� stages but the odes for modeling of elipsing stars also work

without automate iterations.

Fig. 4. Setion Data

At �rst the user searhes for a rough solution. For this purpose the ranges of

all input parameters should be set large (but not arbitrary). The obtained syn-

theti transit with minimum χ2
value may be onsidered as an initial solution

of the inverse problem.

Further the user may hoose smaller ranges of the �tted parameters around

the initial solution and smaller steps. The seond run of the ode will give the

seond approximation of the solution. After several suh steps the user reahes

to value of χ2
that is of order of the observational preision and hene, next

improvements of the data modeling are meaningless. This is the �nal solution

of the inverse problem.

The error of a given �tted parameter may be estimated by building diagram

parameter values vs. orresponding χ2
(using olumns of table "Results"). The
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�tting of these data with polynomial allows to obtain the preision of the

searhed parameter.

To save omputational time one should keep low value of the parameter

"Preision 10?" (that determines the preision of integration) during the pro-

edure of a raw solution of the inverse problem. Moreover, in ase of great

number of observational points (for instane data from Kepler mission) one

should set "Phase step"=1. Then the ode alulates syntheti �uxes only for

the imported (observational) phases that redues the time for alulations.

Conlusions

The inreasing number of disoveries of planet andidates reently and the ever

inreasing preision of the observations require improvement of the methods for

extration of the parameters of the planetary systems from the observational

data. The present paper is a step in this diretion.

The initial version of our ode TAC-maker alulated transits for ertain

values of the planet on�gurations, while the new improved version, TAC-

maker 1.1.0, generates numerous syntheti transits orresponding to ranges of

values for eah input parameter.

Important advantages of the improved version of the ode are the fast mod-

eling of observed transits and estimation of the errors of the �tted parameters.

But its most valuable property is the ability to �nd the global minimum of χ2

in the multidimensional parametri spae, i.e. to obtain the right solution to

the inverse problem.

The new version of the ode TAC-maker 1.1.0 might be freely downloaded

from

http://asterisk.apod.om/wp/ or

http://astro.shu-bg.net/software/TAC-maker/.

Its installation is simple and does not require installation of Python: unzip of

the arhive and run the �le TAC-maker.exe.

You an suggest a feature or report a bug on our GitHub page at

https://github.om/ashu.
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